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Abstract
Background
Thalassemia is a common hereditary anemia in humans, and beta thalassemia represents a
group of recessively inherited hemoglobin disorders first described by Cooley and Lee and
characterized by the abnormal synthesis of β-globin chain. The homozygous state results in
severe anemia, which needs regular blood transfusion. Although such treatments increase
the patient's life span, a variety of complications, including endocrine, metabolic, skeletal, and
growth disorders are being observed due to increased iron storage in the body.

Objective
There are some reports emphasizing the role of zinc deficiency and its associated outcomes
among thalassemia patients, but none from this part of the world. The aim of this study was to
determine the serum zinc levels in children with beta thalassemia major.

Methods
This is a prospective case-control study, which included 35 children between the ages five and
15 years, who were diagnosed as suffering from beta thalassemia major. An equal number of age
matched healthy subjects were recruited as controls. The study was carried out at the
thalassemia center attached to the Prathima Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS), Karimnagar,
Telangana, India, during the year 2016. Blood samples were collected from both the cases and
control subjects and serum zinc activities were analyzed using a semi-automated analyzer.
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 15.0) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) was
used to calculate the unpaired and independent Student's t-test (p value) to find the
significance of the results.

Results
The mean concentrations of serum zinc among the cases and the controls were 39.25 ± 13.45
and 85.31 ± 13.53 (p <0.0001), respectively. Among the cases, 26 (65%) thalassemia patients had
zinc concentration below 60 μg/dl, confirming hypozincemia. 
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Conclusion
This study revealed that hypozincemia was prevalent in beta thalassemia major patients.
Further evaluation regarding the role of zinc in the development and progression of
thalassemia is recommended.

Categories: Pediatrics, Epidemiology/Public Health
Keywords: children, hypozincemia, beta thalassemia major, thalassemia major, zinc

Introduction
Zinc is an essential trace element (daily requirement less than 100 mg) involved in cell
proliferation, metabolism, growth, and protein synthesis [1]. There are about 300 enzymes that
require zinc for their activity, but zinc majorly influences the enzyme carbonic anhydrase (CA).
The activity of CA helps in knowing the zinc status of an individual, and CA is also involved in
the transport of gases in the blood. Zinc exerts its function with the help of a carrier protein
called metallothionein (a cysteine-rich, low molecular weight protein located in the membranes
of Golgi apparatus), which also helps in the absorption and transport of zinc and copper across
the duodenum. Hence, these two trace elements are interrelated. Although zinc is a
trace element, it plays an important role in gene expression by forming zinc finger protein
(ZFP) with four amino acids. ZFP can make small proteins interact with deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) molecules by forming a loop with proteins and also make them bind to DNA. Thus, zinc
helps in DNA-protein and protein-protein interactions, and these interactions with DNA in
turn help in gene expression via regulating transcriptional factors. Zinc plays a key role in heme
synthesis by activating delta-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase (ALA dehydratase). This is an
enzyme that catalyzes delta-aminolevulinic acid into porphobilinogen, a precursor of heme,
cytochromes, and other hemoproteins [2-3]. Zinc is one of the essential micronutrients in
humans and acts as a co-factor for more than 300 enzymes. It also plays an important role in
human growth and development [4]. Zinc deficiency is prevalent among children and general
population belonging to developing countries as evidenced from previous reports, which also
noted that dietary adjustments and supplementation could be beneficial [5-8].

Thalassemias are a group of inherited blood-borne disorders due to abnormal hemoglobin
chain synthesis (either alpha or beta chain). The lack of beta chain synthesis causes
beta thalassemia, which causes the body not to form new blood leading to anaemia. The
abnormal hemoglobin chain synthesis requires about 200 point mutations in that particular
chain of hemoglobin. Beta thalassemia major is a severe form of this blood disorder, where
transfusion is the only hope for survival among patients, and a bone marrow transplant is a
possible way for cure [9].

The present study is aimed at evaluating serum zinc activities among patients suffering from
beta thalassemia major.

Materials And Methods
This is a prospective case-control study that included 35 children diagnosed as suffering from
beta thalassemia major, attending the thalassemia unit of the Prathima Institute of Medical
Sciences, Karimnagar, India. All the study subjects were between the age of five and 15 years.
An equal number of age- and sex-matched control subjects, who were otherwise healthy, were
also included in the study. 

The inclusion criteria were age between five and 15 years, documented beta thalassemia major
(with hemoglobin electrophoresis), transfusion dependency, and normal kidney and liver
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function tests. All the individuals with liver disease, kidney disease, gastrointestinal disease,
specific dietary habits such as vegetable regimen, and consumption of zinc and minerals were
excluded from the study.

After 12 hours of fasting, blood samples were collected and allowed to clot. They were later
centrifuged at 3000 RPM (rotations per minute) and serum was separated. Samples were stored
at -20°C, and zinc levels were estimated using commercially available kits (Coral Clinical
System, Tulip Diagnostics Ltd, India) in a semiautomated clinical chemistry analyzer (Stat Fax
3000, CPC Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd., Chennai, India).

Results
The results were drawn by analyzing the data using Microsoft Excel, and tables were generated.
The measure of central tendencies (mean), and the variability (standard deviation (SD)) were
calculated. The results were presented as mean ± SD, and number (%). Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 15.0) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) was used to calculate the
unpaired and independent Student's t-test (p value) to find the significance of the results.

The mean activities of serum zinc among beta thalassemia major cases (39.25 ± 13.45) was
found to be significantly lower than the control subjects (85.31 ± 13.53), as shown in Table 1.

Parameter
Controls (mean ± standard deviation)
 n=35

Thalassemia patients (mean ± standard deviation)
 n=35

p Value

Serum zinc
(µg/dl)

85.31 ± 13.53 39.25 ± 13.45 <0.0001*

TABLE 1: Comparison of serum zinc activities among cases and controls
*Statistically significant.

Twenty-six (65%) of the study group children had low serum zinc activities (<60 µg/dl)
highlighting severe hypozincemia in the study population.

Discussion
Zinc is one of the essential trace elements, which has been well recognized for its role in
human health [10-15]. It is important to assess the status of zinc among the general
population, preferably in children [16-17]. Association of zinc and beta thalassemia major has
not been adequately understood, although there are a few studies that revealed
hypozincemia in beta thalassemia patients.

The present study showed decreased activities of zinc in children with beta thalassemia major.
The reason for decreased zinc levels could be attributed to low dietary intake, chelation therapy,
or defective absorption in the duodenum, which needs confirmation by further research.

The present study appears to be the first of its kind from this region of the world. There was one
previous study from India by Bartakke, et al., who included 87 children suffering from
thalassemia major. This study has noted that there was increased excretion of zinc in the urine
under the effect of chelation therapy with desferrioxamine (deferoxamine) to avoid iron
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overload arising from repeated blood transfusions [18].

A study by Hess, et al., from Iran, which included 40 children suffering from beta thalassemia
major, has noted that hypozincemia (67.35 ± 20.38 μg/dl) was prevalent and more than 65% of
thalassemia patients had zinc concentrations under 70 µg/dl [6]. Another report from Iran by
Mashhadi, et al., who included 333 thalassemia major patients, had observed that there was
severe hypozincemia (18.36 ± 10.33 µg/dl) [19].

The results of the current study were in tune with a previous study from the United States of
America by Fung, et al., who noted that there was hypozincemia (≤70 μg/dl) and also observed
that zinc supplementation could improve total body bone mass among thalassemia major
patients [8]. A report from Pakistan by Sultan, et al. has noted that there was a 22% prevalence
of zinc deficiency (<50 μg/dl) among beta thalassemia major patients [20].

In contrast to the observations of our study and most others, a report from Pakistan by El
Missiry, et al. observed that there was no disease-related zinc deficiency as evidenced from
serum zinc activities of beta thalassemia major patients and their siblings [21].

In this study, we have attempted to hypothesize the potential mechanism by which zinc could
directly and indirectly influence the disease course among beta thalassemia major patients.

Probable role of zinc in the development and progression of
thalassemia 
In the cell, zinc-containing proteins play an important role not only in
metabolic pathways but also in the regulation of gene expression by forming zinc finger protein
(ZFP). ZFP helps not only in the stability of small proteins but also in the interaction with DNA.
It also helps in the synthesis of proteins involved in signal transduction and cell proliferation.
Dietary zinc can influence highly proliferative immune system, i.e. T-cell proliferation [22-
25]. In the experimental rat models it was found that dietary zinc deficiency could decrease T-
cell proliferation by reducing the availability of p56lck protein. This p56lck protein is an Src
family (a family of non-receptor tyrosine kinases) protein seen on the membranes of CD4 or
CD8 cells [26-28]. The other studies evaluated the cell proliferative marker enzyme thymidylate
kinase (TK) in rats and found that this enzyme activity was decreased in cases of hypozincemia.
TK is a pyrimidine salvage enzyme which helps in the conversion of deoxy thymidylate to deoxy
thymidylate mono phosphate (dTMP), which is required for DNA synthesis. Zinc has been
known to indirectly influence TK by regulating transcription; subsequently, hypozincemia was
also associated with interfering with cell division by inhibiting the transformation of G1 phase
(Growth 1/Gap 1 phase) of the cell cycle to S phase (Synthesis phase) [29-30].

The decreased zinc status of the children could be responsible for the crucial binding of
erythroid Kruppel-like factor (EKLF) to the CACCC motif (box sequence of transcription) of beta
chain resulting in its alteration. The defective formation of ZFP also may inhibit binding of
erythroid transcriptional factor GATA-1 (erythroid transcription factor/protein) to the promoter
region of the beta chain. This may result in abnormal binding of transcriptional factors to the
beta gene preventing its expression or may also lead to an alteration in the base sequence of the
gene (mutation). A flow chart depicting the possible mechanism of zinc in the development and
progression of thalassemia is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: Flow chart depicting the possible mechanism of
zinc in the development and progression of thalassemia
CD4/ CD8: Cluster of differentiation: subsets of T lymphocytes. EKLF- erythroid Kruppel-like
factor. GATA1- erythroid transcription factor/protein. IL-2- Interleukin -2. T Cell- T lymphocytes.
TK- Thymidylate kinase.

Conclusions
Most cases of thalassemia are noted among paediatric age groups, causing increased morbidity.
Also, repeated blood transfusions could pose a threat of transfusion-associated infectious
diseases. Although genetic predisposition is key to the development of thalassemia, zinc
activities and its influence on the development and progression of beta thalassemia major
needs to be adequately understood. The current research results clearly demonstrate the fact
that there is indeed hypozincemia among beta thalassemia major patients. Because zinc is an
intrinsic part of several enzymes and because it plays a key role in cell differentiation, cell
proliferation, and normal functioning of metabolism, there is an urgent need to evaluate its
activities among the general population as well as in susceptible groups including thalassemia
patients. Further research is required to assess the utility of zinc supplementation therapy in
thalassemia patients as well as the probable role of zinc in the prevention of thalassemia.
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